
 

BURLINGTON VINTAGE BASEBALL  

BY‐LAW & POLICY IMPLEMENTATION 

BVB Members, 

As part of the 2019 BVB Board of Director’s mandate, we are continuing work towards goals set by our 
Members (you) of establishing a stable, fair and responsible League.  As our main Constitutional Objective 
states “BVB works to promote and foster sportsmanship, community spirit and fellowship.”  One of the 
means to further establish this goal is to create rules, by-laws and policies that document definable steps 
and instructions. 

The present BVB Constitution has served our major needs but unfortunately, topics have surfaced over the 
years that we as a League have tackled independent of set instruction; such as improper conduct of 
members, player discipline when “outside the norm” or how the Board handles the membership’s funds.   

It is not to say that the previous Board of Directors did not act correctly; only that that decisions were not 
made from definable steps agreed ahead of when the topic or action surfaced.  Because of this, there were 
cases where the League members questioned if the process or decision was in “BVB’s best interest.” 

By documenting and defining policy and processes, the Board and its members know well ahead of time how 
actions will be taken and there will be no question or comments regarding “independent agendas or 
influence”; something we can all agree is not productive “thought or comments” to our League’s stability. 

The BVB Board has spent a large portion of last season and this off-season to create new by-laws and 
policies that encompass topics we have either tackled in the past or need to prevent in the future. 

The presented package incorporates the following items: 

BVB Constitution & By-Laws:  An updated version encompassing the existing Constitution with major 
details surrounding how the League and its Board of Directors operate. 

BVB Financial Policy:  Set steps and policies how League finances are handled with everything to our 
banking methods, how Umpires are paid to how we would use funds for special events. 

BVB Privacy Policy:  This policy presently exists for our website but, we formally incorporated into the By-
Laws and Policies. 

BVB Code of Conduct Policy:  This policy presently exists for our website but, we formally incorporated 
into the By-Laws and Policies. 

BVB Member Protection Policy:  This policy provides a documented means to project the League’s 
concern for their membership and a process for our membership to formally complain and handle a situation 
where they feel offended. 

BVB Disciplinary Hearing Committee Policy:  This policy documents how membership discipline actions 
(and protests of such) are handled and executed. 

BVB Tournament Values and Mission Statement Policy:  This policy documents the League travel 
program (Nats, tournaments, etc) for everything from finances, hats/jersey handling and sourcing to how 
players and coaches are decided. (Incomplete at this time but, will be formalized to membership soon) 



The Rules and Regulations will continue to be handled as it was in the past with Member team input and 
voting on game play related items.  No change there but, it is now documented in the By-Laws.   

As League President, I have reviewed all documents and updates that have been made according to 
changes identified by our Board of Directors.  With 5 teams represented on the Board, the League majority is 
properly represented.  We (the Board) are all in unanimous agreement with the changes as there is nothing 
caustic/problematic and the policy changes are VERY positive for the League and its members.  It protects 
individuals, sets procedures to follow so nobody thinks the Board is "rogue" and creates a solid base for our 
League to only change for the better. 

With this new Policy vehicle in place, the Board can now follow set instructions, action with fairness and 
speed and further document to prevent disagreement in the future. 

Please review the new By-Laws and Policies.  If you have any questions, please feel free to communicate 
them to the Board. 

 

Thanks, 

 

Marco Serra – BVB President 

 

 


